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Abstract
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by Sabera Talukder

Visual memories represent fundamental elements of our daily experience. However,
the circuit mechanisms underpinning visual learning remain unknown in any system.
This work develops a series of behavioral paradigms to determine whether Drosophila
melanogaster operant conditioning can be used to train flies to discriminate between
di↵erent patterns of visual motion. Such visual discrimination would demonstrate that
Drosophila have the ability to learn visual cues, a necessary step to dissecting the circuit
mechanisms that underpin visual learning using the powerful toolkit available in this
animal. However, we were unable to demonstrate visually learning under any of the
conditions tested. Thus it remains unclear whether Drosophila are capable of visual
learning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Imagine how taxing it would be to relearn depth perception every time you walked
down the stairs; without visual memories we would likely fall down, a lot. Despite
visual memories importance in everyday life, we have an incomplete understanding of
the neural circuits and mechanisms that allow us to form visual memories. How is visual
information remembered? What neural circuits link visual memories to appropriate
responses?
The connections between brain circuitry, memory instantiation, memory recollection,
and short versus long term memory have been at the crux of neuroscience and psychology research for many decades. For example, Henry Molaison, more commonly known as
H.M., was a memory disorder patient who lost the ability to form new long term memories after an attempted surgery to cure his epilepsy [1], Fig. 1.1. H.M. could retain a
three-digit number for as long as 15 min by continuous rehearsal, but when his attention
diverted to a new topic, he forgot the event [2]. Alternatively, when the material was
not easy to rehearse, like facial patterns and designs, H.M. forgot the information in less
than a minute. These findings supported a fundamental distinction between immediate
memory and long-term memory [2]; furthermore additional studies on H.M. led to the
understanding of multiple memory systems, as well as remote memory. This fascination
with circuit level di↵erences between short-term and long-term memory creation has
also been studied in many animal models, with the hopes that some of these questions
will be elucidated.
Understanding the circuit and behavioral mechanisms of learning and memory is a central challenge that has been studied in many vertebrate and invertebrate systems. Many
experiments have demonstrated that associating specific sensory stimuli with rewards
or punishments can lead to long lasting changes in behavior [4]. Drosophila have played
a central role in this area of research, leading to the identification of specific circuits
1
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Figure 1.1: Demonstration of the mirror drawing task the H.M. performed. In the
figure we can see that his ”muscle memory” improves on a daily by trial basis, but that
he still thinks the task is novel every time he attempts the task. Adapted from [3].

involved in olfactory learning [5]. However, it is unclear whether a single memory circuit
exists for all associative learning. Previous work has suggested that visual learning in
Drosophila might be di↵erent, namely because visual learning relies on di↵erent brain
regions [6] [7]. However there is also competing literature that indicates that the same
Drosophila brain regions are involved [8] [9] [10] [11]. Therefore, the goal of this project
is to develop a new behavioral paradigm for visual pattern learning in order to decipher
whether or not Drosophila can discriminate di↵erences in visual stimuli.
Previous work in Drosophila and mice illustrates that di↵erent aspects of memory, such
as learning, consolidation and retention have separate processes and can be independently disrupted [12] [13] [14]. This work demonstrated that in mice calcium/calmodulindependent protein kinase IV (CaMKIV) activates the transcription factor CREB, which
is implicated in synaptic plasticity and memory consolidation. To investigate this kinase's role in in neuronal plasticity and memory, the authors generated and experimented
with transgenic mice in which the expression of a dominant-negative form of CaMKIV
was restricted to the postnatal forebrain; activity-induced CREB phosphorylation and
c-Fos expression were significantly attenuated; and hippocampal late LTP was also impaired. The researchers found that interfering with neural activity-dependent CaMKIV
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signaling in the nucleus of neurons in the postnatal forebrain impairs the consolidation
and retention but not the acquisition of hippocampus-dependent long-term memory.
These findings demonstrate that di↵erent components to memory (i.e. consolidation,
retention, and acquisition) have separate processes and can be neuronally disrupted
independently from one another [12]. In later studies, CaMKIV knockout mice were
subjected to a multitude of behavioral tests. The CaMKIV knockouts had no significant
e↵ects on locomotor activity, motor coordination, social interaction, pain sensitivity, prepulse inhibition, attention, or depression-like behavior [14]. Despite these findings, the
knockouts demonstrated (1) an impaired retention in a fear conditioning test twentyeight days after training, (2) mildly decreased anxiety-like behavior, but (3) did not
show any testing performance deficits in passive avoidance, one of the most commonly
used behaviors for fear memory paradigms [14]. These findings suggest that remote fear
memory is intact, but that CaMKIV may be involved in regulating emotional behavior.
To summarize, CaMKIV is not important for spatial learning and memory but it is
required for contextual fear long term memory formation [13].
In addition, various conditioning experiments have showed that associating specific sensory stimuli, such as olfactory cues, with rewards or punishments can lead to long lasting
changes in Drosophila behavior [15] [16]. These studies have demonstrated that short
term memory traces are localized to specific circuits that center around the mushroom
body [17], indicating that behavior can be localized to specific neural circuitry. More
explicitly this work showed that in Drosophila synaptic plasticity is generally impaired
in rutabaga (rut) mutants and that this cellular defect causes various learning deficits.
The authors set about restoring the calmodulin dependent adenylyl cyclase (AC) encoded by rut in a defined set of neurons in rut mutants to enable synaptic plasticity in
only those cells. If the learning task was rescued by the restored AC the corresponding
memory trace was mapped to that set of neurons expressing the rut gene. The authors
discovered that the short-term memory trace of odors is localized to a single level in the
olfactory pathway: the presynaptic sites in the Kenyon cells contacting extrinsic output
neurons and possibly other Kenyon cells in the peduncle and lobes.
It was later demonstrated that the Kenyon cells are assigned odor representation values during olfactory Drosophila learning [18]. The Kenyon cells are integrating odor
inputs from seemingly random combinations of glomeruli [19]. This non-preferential
integration of glomeruli to Kenyon cells is thought to be a feature that allows novel sensory experiences, and is in line with the mushroom body being responsible for learned
olfactory associations and behaviors [19]. It has also been demonstrated that when a
class of downstream glutamatergic mushroom body output neurons (M4/6) were directly
blocked naive Drosophila mimicked appetitive conditioning. Furthermore when this set
of downstream mushroom body neurons was activated, Drosophila performed avoidance
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behavior. Therefore the authors believe that the set of downstream mushroom body
neurons reflect odor-directed behavioral choices [18].
Work has also been done to determine the mushroom body’s role in olfactory learning
versus olfactory memory consolidation versus olfactory memory retention. It was discovered that the dorsal paired medial neurons which project to the mushroom body are
necessary during memory storage but not during memory acquisition or retrieval [20].
Furthermore, the dorsal paired medial neurons have increased calcium signals and synaptic release when an odor is paired with electric shock stimulation. They therefore are
possibly responsible for guiding behavior after acquisition of aversive and olfactory cues
[21]. This observation led to work demonstrating that ↵0

0

subset of mushroom body

neurons were not necessary for olfactory memory retrieval, but were required to stabilize
aversive and appetitive odor memories [20]. Alternatively the ↵ subset of mushroom
body neurons were required for memory retrieval. In aggregate this work demonstrated
that subsets of mushroom body neurons play di↵erent roles in stabilizing versus retrieving olfactory memories.

Figure 1.2: The Drosophila mushroom body lit up with GFP. Adapted from [22].

This localization of odor based memory storage, stabilization and retrieval to di↵ering
subsets of the mushroom body is exciting because it demonstrates that behavior can be
localized to specific neural circuitry in Drosophila. In addition, some work has demonstrated that the same subsets of mushroom body neurons are also utilized for visual
memories [8] [9] [10] [11]. Notably, however, some studies have also argued that visual
learning in Drosophila does not appear to depend on the mushroom body [7].
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Drosophila, like us, rely on visual input to guide behavior, with visual motion signals
playing a central role in navigation. Recent work has revealed that motion processing
algorithms in Drosophila and humans are very similar, suggesting that e↵orts to dissect
visual circuitry in Drosophila will be broadly applicable [23]. Previous work demonstrated that visual memory formation requires a region outside the mushroom body,
namely the fan shaped body [6]. More specifically, the fan shaped body is responsible
for part of the network mediating visual pattern recognition [24]. Both elevation and
contour orientation have been localized to the fan shaped body [24], but there are many
more visual pattern recognition parameters that have not been localized to neural circuits. Visual pattern instantiation and motion processing are inextricably intertwined,
meaning that elucidating the visual pattern neural circuits will also indicate how visual
motion is processed and represented in the brain. In order to ask these questions related
to neural circuit involvement it must first be established whether or not Drosophila can
distinguish visual stimuli in behavioral tests.
In Drosophila many visual pattern recognition experiments have been performed utilizing
flight simulators where a Drosophilas thorax is fixed to a torque compensator to measure
responses to visual stimuli [15], Fig. 1.3. Once a Drosophila has been trained in these
simulators, it can be tested and its performance and behavior (i.e. changes in measured
preference) over time will demonstrate its memory for certain visual patterns. Thanks
to experiments of this nature, it has been established that Drosophila can perform
visual pattern recognition after mixed operant and classical conditioning, or separate
operant or classical conditioning [16]. Despite the advantages of past visual pattern
experiments, the experimental designs used have not utilized both operant conditioning
and a stimulus that does not evoke innate movement from the Drosophila. The work of
this thesis hopes to fill the gap by developing a rig where operant conditioning can be
performed in tandem with no net motion visual pattern stimuli.

Contents

Figure 1.3: Representation of a Drosophila flight simulator. Adapted from [17].
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Chapter 2

Objectives and Specific Aims
Despite the fact that visual pattern recognition experiments have been done in the past,
the field still does not have a defined set of visual stimuli that Drosophila can distinguish,
and knowledge of where in the Drosophila brain, at a circuit level, these visual pattern
memories are stored. In addition, it is unclear whether a single memory circuit exists
for all associative learning. This research project hopes to shrink this knowledge gap by
conducting experiments to identify whether or not Drosophila can distinguish a subset
of no net motion visual stimuli. Therefore to state explicitly we hope to via operant
conditioning (1) establish whether or not Drosophila can learn to distinguish varying
opposing edge visual stimuli, and (2) subsequently characterize the di↵erences in the
opposing edge visual stimulus that Drosophila can distinguish between. In short, can
Drosophila learn and then discriminate between small perturbations in the opposing edge
visual stimulus? In order to acheive these goals we hope to develop a new behavioral
paradigm for visual pattern learning.

7

Chapter 3

Experimental Design
3.1

Opposing Edge Visual Stimulus

The opposing edge visual stimulus produces no net motion in Drosophila [25]. The
work behind the opposing edge visual stimulus (OEVS) demonstrates that most motion
stimuli comprise the simultaneous movement of both light and dark edges, defined respectively by a transition from dark to light, the light edge, and a transition from light
to dark, the dark edge [25]. The authors therefore created a stimuli known as the OEVS
where light edges and dark edges cross one another and produce no net movement in
control populations of Drosophila. There are many di↵erent configurations of OEVS;
descriptions and figures describing the six di↵erent OEVS perturbations we used can be
found in 4.1.4.
The OEVS is a useful stimulus to test visual pattern recognition in Drosophila, because
the motion of the edges across the screen does not induce any of the Drosophila’s innate
turning responses. The decoupling of motion in the OEVS presents the ability for the
Drosophila to be trained on any number of the OEVS’s features, for example on edge
size.

3.2

Aversive Conditioning

In Drosophila the common paradigms for testing learning and memory via operant
conditioning are coupling odors with a shock, aversive conditioning, or coupling odors
with a sugar reward, appetitive conditioning [26]. The di↵erent molecular pathways of
appetitive versus aversive conditioning have been well documented in Drosophila with
respect to olfactory learning Fig. 3.1. Despite the characterization of both pathways,
8
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the aversive conditioning paradigm translates well to the variety of rigs used to test
Drosophila visual pattern memory. The use of the aversive conditioning paradigm also
worked well in tandem with the rigs where the Drosophila were fixed in place.

Figure 3.1: The molecular di↵erences in mushroom body kenyon cells in aversive
versus appetitive conditioning paradigms. Adapted from [27].

3.3

Goal for Combining the Opposing Edge Visual Stimulus and Aversive Conditioning

As alluded to in the previous sections, the OEVS was designed to minimize innate
Drosophila visual behaviors. In addition, since the OEVS has various features that can
be altered such as edge speed, edge size, and edge direction, the goal is to aversively
condition the Drosophila on some of the OEVS features. By combining the visual
stimulus with the aversive conditioning we can create a new paradigm to test visual
pattern recognition in Drosophila.

Chapter 4

Methods
4.1
4.1.1

Training Paradigms
Voltages

Voltage provides the aversive conditioning for the Drosophila, and in past experiments
Drosophila have been shocked to as high as 200V [28]. However, this voltage value varies
drastically depending on the experimental setup, discussed further in 4.1.5. In the set
up with freely moving Drosophila on a mesh grid, we determined that 60V did not cause
high death rates during training. When the Drosophila are individually tethered, by
their necks or backs, 60V caused them to die instantaneously. 2V also caused several
Drosophila deaths during a 20 minute training session. At 1V very few Drosophila died
immediately after the training session. Therefore with the freely moving Drosophila on
the mesh grid we utilized 60V for training, and with the tethered Drosophila we utilized
1V for training.

4.1.2

Time to Train

To try and maximize the Drosophila performance we varied training session lengths from
twenty minutes, to fifteen minutes, to ten minutes to five minutes. When training with
the higher voltages the shorter training times, five and ten minutes, were utilized to
reduce the likelihood of Drosophila death. Once the voltages were reduced to 1V, the
optimal training time became twenty minutes.

10
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Time to Wait till Testing

Waiting durations ranged from three hours, to one and a half hours, to thirty minutes.
The optimal waiting duration was thirty minutes, as it allowed the Drosophila time to
recover from the shock yet be tested on their visual memories as fast as possible following
their training session.

4.1.4
4.1.4.1

Type of Opposing Edge Visual Stimulus
Horizontal Contracting OEVS

The contracting OEVS has black bars increasing to the right on the left side of the
screen, and black bars increasing to the left on the right side of the screen 4.1.

Figure 4.1: From the top of the Y axis moving downwards the black edges move
towards the center. This is the horizontal contracting OEVS.

From the center this looks like bars coming towards the Drosophila. With this stimulus
if the Drosophila goes to the left it will see black edges coming towards it and if the
Drosophila goes to the right it will see black edges coming towards it. The problem
with this stimulus is that since the Drosophila is freely moving, it can be exposed to
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black edges towards and away from it in one arm of the T-maze, discussed further
in section 4.1.5. This experiment requires the Drosophila to distinguish which visual
stimulus side corresponds to a shock instead of just which field of view corresponds to
a shock. For example the Drosophila would have to remember the initial direction it
turned, how far it walked down the T-maze arm, and when it crossed the middle of the
T-maze to remember why it got shocked on a particular side of the T-maze.

4.1.4.2

Horizontal Opposing OEVS

The opposing OEVS is similar to the contracting OEVS, except that the motion of the
dark and light edges are reversed 4.2. In this paradigm the black bars are increasing
to the right on the right side, and to the left on the left side. From the center portal at
the Drosophila’s vantage point this would appear as black bars flowing outward.

Figure 4.2: From the top of the Y axis moving downwards the black edges move
away from the center. This is the horizontal opposing OEVS.
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Vertical Opposing OEVS

The vertical opposing OEVS is identical to the horizontal opposing OEVS, except that
each side of the horizontal OEVS is rotated by 90 degrees.

4.1.4.4

Horizontal Same Side OEVS

The same direction OEVS, Fig. 4.3. Has black bars increasing to the right as we move
up the time axis. The other option of black bars increasing to the left as we move up the
time axis is also possible. In this setup if the Drosophila goes to the left it will see black
edges coming towards it and if it goes to the right it will see black edges going away
from it. The problem with this stimulus is that since the Drosophila are freely moving
they can be exposed to black edges moving away and towards them in one arm. This
experimental set up expects a high level of memory from the Drosophila to distinguish
which visual stimulus side corresponds to a shock. For example the Drosophila would
have to remember the initial direction it turned, how far it walked down each T-maze
arm, and when it crossed the middle to able to recall the memory of where it got shocked.

Figure 4.3: A static and two dimensional representation of the OEVS. The black
edges are increasing to the right as we move up the time axis.
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Horizontal Same Side Split Size OEVS

Given the high memory expectations placed on the Drosophila with the same side OEVS,
and with the opposing OEVS, we wanted to opt for an OEVS stimulus that had explicit
di↵erences between the two sides. One option was size discrimination, Fig. 4.4, and the
other was velocity discrimination, Fig. 4.5. The size discrimination comprises an OEVS
of black increasing right on left half of the screen with a width of 5 pixels, on the right
half of the screen the same OEVS is playing but the black edges have a width of 10 pixels.
This way the OEVS still allows for no-net-motion movement from the Drosophila, but
there are more explicit size visual cues for the Drosophila to pick up on.

Figure 4.4: OEVS where the left size bars are 2x as big as the right size bars. But
black edges are still increasing to the right as we move from the top of the y axis to the
bottom.

4.1.4.6

Horizontal Same Side Split Velocity OEVS

The velocity discrimination comprises an OEVS of black increasing right on left half of
the screen with a speed of y, on the right half of the screen the same OEVS is playing
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with a speed of y/2. The OEVS still allows for no net motion movement from the
Drosophila, but there are more explicit speed visual cues for the Drosophila to pick up
on. The only issue with this experiment is that it necessitates that the Drosophila be
attentive to the visual stimulus long enough to learn it. Since the Drosophila are freely
moving, it is unlikely that each individual Drosophila observes the stimuli for the same
amount of time.

Figure 4.5: OEVS where the right bars move 2x faster than the left bars. But black
is still increasing to the right as we move from the top of the y axis to the bottom.

4.1.5
4.1.5.1

Rig Type
Rig with Drosophila on Ball

The Clandinin Lab at Stanford created a Drosophila visual simulator, Fig. 4.6 and
Fig. 4.7. Our rig is a spherical treadmill with three virtual reality screens surrounding
the Drosophila. The Drosophila is mounted in place with UV epoxy and a small needle
on top of its thorax, and its motion is monitored by the balls x and y pixel deltas.
The ball motion allows us to capture exactly how much the Drosophila is turning the
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ball in every direction and at what point in the presented visual stimulus this turn was
performed [25].

Figure 4.6: An example of the Drosophila on the spherical treadmill surrounded
by the three visual reality screens, being held in place by the needle glued onto the
Drosophila's thorax. Courtesy of Irving Wang.

In these experiments, by matching the time point in the opposing edge stimulus to
the time point of the balls movement we can determine if the Drosophila is behaving
by the appropriate learning rule (i.e. following dark edges); the Drosophila can then
be rewarded or punished accordingly. In order to create a reward or punishment, we
modified the rig to include positive and negative reinforcement which are controlled by
feedback from the Drosophila's movements. The rig is now a closed loop system where
the Drosophila's movements on the spherical treadmill are checked against the OEVS
and if the Drosophila is behaving properly (i.e. following a dark edges) it will feel a
cool pu↵ of air (appetitive conditioning), but if the Drosophila is not behaving (i.e.
following the light edges or standing still) it will feel a shock. Unfortunately the timing
of the reward or punishment could not synchronize in real time to the visual stimulus
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Figure 4.7: The spherical treadmill which is the rig we first attempted to use to do
the visual training experiments. Adapted from [25].

the Drosophila was seeing. The reward or punishment was always delayed. Therefore
one feasible experimental design we briefly explored was to do a modified version of
the delayed reach task in monkeys [29].This experiment would manifest itself as the
Drosophila seeing the three virtual reality screens with the OEVS for a period of one
second. During this one second the Drosophila’s movements would be summed so that
over the one second we could see if the Drosophila had net motion to the left, net motion
to the right, or stayed still. Then after this one second of OEVS stimulus, present the
Drosophila with a gray screen and deliver the appropriate reward or punishment. For
example, if the OEVS had black edges increasing to the left and the Drosophila’s summed
movement was to the left during the one second with the OEVS then the Drosophila
would get a pu↵ of air during the gray period. If the Drosophila’s summed movement
was to the right, or stationary during the one second with the OEVS then the Drosophila
would get a shock to the thorax during the gray period.
The reason we chose not to pursue this line of experiments was because these sets
of experiments assume advanced learning and memory capabilities from the Drosophila.
For example, the Drosophila would need to have the ability to decouple a visual stimulus
and its response from the time of reward or punishment. The ability to learn in this
manner was too complicated to start with when trying to establish a visual learning and
memory baseline with response to the OEVS.
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T-maze with Drosophila Freely Moving

This experiment was designed o↵ of the T-maze tests used in Drosophila when testing
olfactory learning [30], Fig. 4.8. In these tasks there is a center, left, and right arm. The
center arm contains a small gap, denoted by yellow circle in Fig. 4.8; live Drosophila
can be placed and moved up and down in this center gap. The center arm can be slid
down to be in line with the left and right arm. When this occurs the Drosophila have
the option of moving either to the left or to the right. The T-maze is placed on a clear
plastic surface that rests above a computer screen. The various compilations of the
OEVS stimuli can be played on the computer screen split down the middle. This means
that the left and right arm of the T-maze can be exposed to di↵erent types of OEVS at
the same time.

Figure 4.8: The T-maze with both arms open.

When the Drosophila are being trained fifteen to twenty of them are loaded into the
center portal. For training, only one of the arms however is open for them to crawl
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into once they are lowered in line with the T-maze arms, Fig. 4.9. The open arm has a
charged flexible metal mesh surrounding the open arm. When the Drosophila steps on
this mesh it completes the circuit and gets shocked. The mesh has a small lengthwise
gap at the bottom of the arm where the Drosophila can see the visual stimulus. The
hope is that the Drosophila will learn to associate the negative reinforcement with the
visual stimulus it is being presented with.

Figure 4.9: The Tmaze with only one arm able to be crawled into.
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T-maze with Drosophila Tethered by Neck

The T-maze with Drosophila freely moving experimental design was an attempt to mix
individual training with the split size or split velocity OEVS while maintaining the high
throughput numbers, Fig. 4.10.
In this experimental design we used a dissection rig and covered each side with a piece of
aluminum foil to provide the electrical contacts to shock the Drosophila. The Drosophila
were slid into the dissection rig, then placed over the visual stimulus that they were to
be trained on. Then by shocking the Drosophila individually we could train them to
associate the visual stimulus they were seeing with negative outcomes.

4.1.5.4

T-maze with Drosophila Tethered by Back

We then moved onto the tethered by back experimental design, because the necks of the
Drosophila in the above design were often twisted. Grouping the Drosophila by their
backs was an attempt to allow the flies to live after testing, and maintain throughput
numbers, Fig. 4.11. In this experimental design each Drosophila was glued on its back to
the underside of a concave plastic half cylinder and had two metal wires run across their
bodies for shocking purposes. The Drosophila were then placed over the visual stimulus
to be trained on. Then by applying 1V to the wires the Drosophila were touching we
individually trained the Drosophila to associate the visual stimulus they are seeing with
negative outcomes. Although this experimental design was more time consuming to
prepare, the Drosophila that we train are get the same amount of time seeing the visual
stimulus, the same amount of shock, and can be salvaged after testing.

4.2
4.2.0.1

Testing
T-maze with Drosophila Freely Moving

To test in this paradigm fifteen to twenty Drosophila are loaded into the center yellow
portal 4.8. They are then lowered into the T-maze with both arms open, this allows
them to move in both directions. Neither arm has the flexible mesh inside of it, but both
sides are covered to appear as if they do have the metal mesh inside. This allows the
same visual field to be maintained between the training and testing sessions. The visual
stimulus is played for five minutes which gives the Drosophila enough time to investigate
the T-maze arms and walk into one. Often times it takes less than two minutes. With
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the testing phase the desire was to see how many of the trained flies remembered their
training and picked the correct side.

4.2.0.2

T-maze with Drosophila Tethered by Neck

This testing paradigm was very similar to the T-maze with Drosophila freely moving
paradigm. In this set up the Drosophila were individually recovered from their mount.
Then the live ones were placed into the center portal, lowered into the middle of the
T-maze, and were give five minutes to choose a side.
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Figure 4.10:
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Flies that are held in place by their necks and are shocked on either
side of their body.

Contents

Figure 4.11: Flies that are held in place by their backs and are shocked on the front
sides of their bodies.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results
5.0.1
5.0.1.1

T-maze with Drosophila Freely Moving
Horizontal Same Side OEVS

Since the same direction OEVS was the first experimental design that we tried in the
new T-maze and freely moving Drosophila set up. We iterated with many di↵erent
training durations as well as durations between training and testing.
The first experiment we performed was to train the Drosophila for 20 minutes and then
test the Drosophila 3 hours later, Fig. 5.1. In this experiment 9 of the Drosophila went
to the left arm of the T-maze, and 7 of the Drosophila went to the right arm of the Tmaze. As an initial experiment this was promising. In addition, unfortunately, 4 of the
Drosophila died in the tube despite the fact that in past experiments 60 volts of shock
was not harmful. We therefore reduced the amount of time that the Drosophila would
be exposed to the shock. The next step was to train them for five minutes and tested
them three hours later, Fig.

5.2. In this experiment, all of the Drosophila remained

in the center of the chamber. In addition, Fig. 5.3 demonstrates the experiment where
Drosophila were trained for ten minutes and then tested one and a half hours later. The
results of this experiment were the same as in Fig. 5.2.
One of the reasons the Drosophila are motivated to move out of the center compartment
is because of the high population density of them in the center portal. This is why
olfactory experiments with Drosophila use on the order of twenty animals. However
a plausible explanation for why the Drosophila were not moving in these experiments
was because the Drosophila had experienced shock when moving in both directions.
Therefore it did not matter whether or not they went left or right because they learned
that in either case they would get shocked. The best option for the Drosophila was
24
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Figure 5.1: Train for 20 min. Test 3 hours later.

therefore to stay in the middle of the T-maze where they could not get shocked, despite
the fact that the middle had a high population density of Drosophila.

5.0.1.2

Horizontal Opposing OEVS

In the opposing OEVS experimental set up, for one of the tests we trained Drosophila
for ten minutes and then tested them three hours later, Fig. 5.4. The results for this
experiment were very similar to the results from Fig. 5.1. The Drosophila split roughly
evenly between the left and the right side. Unfortunately it is difficult with this experiment and the previous experiments to distinguish whether or not the Drosophila are
splitting evenly or staying in the middle because of (1) the Drosophila are not learning
the visual stimuli or (2) the Drosophila are learning that they can get shocked with the
visual stimuli going in either direction. With option (2) the Drosophila are either making an arbitrary choice, or are choosing which direction to go based on their experience
of which direction they got shocked on the most.
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Figure 5.2: Train for 5 min. Test 3 hours later.

5.0.2

T-maze with Drosophila Grouped by Neck

In this experimental set up, all of the 74 Drosophila, except one died shortly after this
testing regime. The Drosophila could have possibly died from having their necks be too
twisted from the center of their bodies when being loaded into the chamber. However,
when we tested the Drosophila within 30 minutes after training the majority of the
living Drosophila stayed in the middle of the Tmaze, Fig. 5.5 Fig. 5.6. We believe it is
because their mobility was severely lowered, and they were not able to move readily to
either side or make a visual choice.
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Figure 5.3: Train for 10 min. Test 1.5 hours later.
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Figure 5.4: Train for 10 min. Test 3 hours later.
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Figure 5.5: Train for 20 min. Test within 30 min.
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Figure 5.6: Train for 15 min, and wait to see their survival throughout the night.
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Chapter 6

Future Directions
Once the field can reliably demonstrate which types of visual stimuli Drosophila can
discriminate between. We should analyze more closely whether or not the Drosophila
brain has specific circuits encoding visual pattern memories, and whether or not these
circuits can be manipulated in control Drosophila populations to instantiate memory.
More concretely the two most intriguing future directions are: (1) explore the Drosophila
brain at a circuit level by deciphering where pattern recognition memories are stored,
and (2) instantiate memories into a control population of Drosophila untrained with the
visual stimuli.
To determine which Drosophila brain circuits are responsible for specific pattern recognition memories one could utilize three complementary experiments. (1) Two photon
microscopy to image brain activity in the Drosophila’s visual circuitry to determine
which brain areas are activated post training. For example, T4 T5 (cells responsible
for Drosophila motion vision) would be activated because the OEVS involves moving
dark and light edges. (2) One could then silence di↵erent memory associated Drosophila
brain regions (via shibire mutants) then run those Drosophila in the treadmill. The
results will demonstrate which brain regions are necessary for visual pattern memory
consolidation, retention, and acquisition. If the ellipsoid body (area required for visual
pattern memory [6]) was silenced, Drosophila learning would be severely impaired. (3)
Lastly, one could run genetic mutants with known memory defects (i.e. rutabaga/dunce)
to define if their well characterized learning pathways lead to decreased treadmill turn
responses. This would suggest that a single overlapping memory circuit could exists for
all sensory learning.
To analyze whether or not visual memory instantiation into control Drosophila populations is feasible, one could utilize FLP regulated TRIC [31]. TRIC allows for post
training expression of any transgenes, making neurons that were active during training
31
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able to be selectively manipulated. This will allow one to detect layer-specific activation within the brain in response to the OEVS and accompanying positive/negative
reinforcement. In control Drosophila groups one could then optogenetically stimulate
the selected neuron populations to see if the OEVS behavior could be recreated. This
procedure would allow one to see if memories can be instantiated into Drosophila that
have never undergone training.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
This thesis explored the various visual stimuli as well as behavioral apparatuses utilized
to approach the question of whether or not Drosophila melanogaster can perform visual
learning. As previously stated, demonstrating that Drosophila melanogaster can visually
discriminate di↵erences in the OEVS via operant conditioning illustrates that Drosophila
melanogaster have the ability to learn a distinct subset of visual cues. Unfortunately the
experiments thus far have not convincingly demonstrated that Drosophila melanogaster
can discriminate between the various OEVSs attempted with the the visual T-maze set
up.
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